FICTION

1. The Covenant of Water
   Abraham Verghese, Grove Press, $32
2. Demon Copperhead
   Barbara Kingsolver, Harper, $32.50
3. Lessons in Chemistry
   Bonnie Garmus, Doubleday, $29
4. Happy Place
   Emily Henry, Berkley, $27
5. Yellowface
   R. F. Kuang, Morrow, $30
6. Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow
   Gabrielle Zevin, Knopf, $28
7. Fourth Wing
   Rebecca Yarros, Entangled: Red Tower Books, $29.99
8. The Five-Star Weekend
   Elin Hilderbrand, Little, Brown, $30
9. Remarkably Bright Creatures
   Shelby Van Pelt, Ecco, $29.99
10. Hello Beautiful
    Ann Napolitano, The Dial Press, $28
11. Lady Tan’s Circle of Women
    Lisa See, Scribner, $28

★ 12. The Librarianist
    Patrick deWitt, Ecco, $30
13. The Guest
    Emma Cline, Random House, $28
14. Zero Days
    Ruth Ware, Gallery/Scout Press, $29.99
15. I Am Homeless If This Is Not My Home
    Lorrie Moore, Knopf, $27

NONFICTION

1. The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny and Murder
   David Grann, Doubleday, $30
2. The Creative Act: A Way of Being
   Rick Rubin, Penguin Press, $32
3. The Art Thief
   Michael Finkel, Knopf, $28
4. Pageboy: A Memoir
   Elliot Page, Flatiron Books, $29.99
5. I’m Glad My Mom Died
   Jennette McCurdy, Simon & Schuster, $27.99
6. Outlive: The Science and Art of Longevity
   Peter Attia, M.D., Bill Gifford, Harmony, $32
7. Poverty, by America
   Matthew Desmond, Crown, $28
8. Atomic Habits
   James Clear, Avery, $27
9. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
   Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99
10. What an Owl Knows
    Jennifer Ackerman, Penguin Press, $30
11. Blueberries for Sal Cookbook
    Robert McCloskey, Clarkson Potter, $14
12. A Fever in the Heartland
    Timothy Egan, Viking, $30
13. The Book of Charlie
    David Von Drehle, Simon & Schuster, $26
14. You Could Make This Place Beautiful
    Maggie Smith, Atria/One Signal Publishers, $28
15. An Immense World
    Ed Yong, Random House, $30

Other Indie Favorites

Psyche and Eros: A Novel, by Luna McNamara (William Morrow, $30)
“A lovely tale of different forms of love. Female heroine, Psyche, is strong, sure of herself, and brave. Eros makes us question what makes life worth living and how love affects us. Together, it’s a love story that will wrap you in its arms.” —Baylee Miller, Schuler Books, Grand Rapids, MI

The Apartment: A Novel, by Ana Menéndez (Counterpoint, $27)
“This is a story about a building in South Miami Beach — actually, about apartment 2B, and the tenants who have lived there over a 70-year period. Their stories infuse the apartment with energy and history. Ana Menéndez shared so much!” —Linda Bond, Auntie’s Bookstore, Spokane, WA